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I. Stakeholder
Organisations
Foundation The London Story (TLS) is an Indian diaspora-led non-profit organization based in The Hague,
Netherlands. Founded in 2020, TLS investigates the landscape of disinformation and hate speech to provide
evidence-based policy, advocacy and technical solutions. We analyze and document hate speech and hate
crimes against Indian minorities, and advocate for justice, peace, and collective action against grave human
rights violations. For this UPR cycle Foundation TLS is a stakeholder given its expertise on hate speech in
India.
Indian American Muslim Council (IAMC) is a Washington D.C.-based apolitical and non-profit organization
dedicated to promoting peace, pluralism and social justice through advocacy and outreach across
communities. Founded in August 2002, IAMC is the largest advocacy organization of Indian Muslims in the
United States, with 16 chapters across the country. IAMC strives to strengthen India’s secular institutions
and promote peaceful ethnic and religious co-existence.
India Justice Project is a collective of individuals from different walks of life residing in Germany. IJP aims to
build a strong solidarity network for India in Germany and offer a counternarrative to the RSS-BJP’s fascist
narrative of hate. Through an array of means, the IJP collective seeks to mobilise and act against the
systematic dismantling of democracy in India, raise awareness about the deteriorating political situation and
human rights violations, and build pressure on the German and other European governments to make human
rights non-negotiable.
International Solidarity for Academic Freedom in India (InSAF India) is a diverse group of diasporic Indians
located in different parts of the world. InSAF India aims to highlight the increasing assaults on academic
freedom in India, in particular the attacks on anti-caste academics and scholars from minority backgrounds.
InSAF considers it their obligation to raise our voices and participate in various actions to direct international
attention to the increasing infringements on academic freedom in India. They stand against the proliferation
of anti-intellectual and regressive political thinking in the name of a narrowly conceived Indian culture and
history. InSAF also believes that academic freedom is inextricably linked to social justice, and that knowledge
production is bound to the fostering of our social selves.
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II. Executive
Summary
1.India is witnessing a steep marginalization and curtailment of rights of its religious minorities
through the incorporation of Hindutva nationalist policies in its functioning and by actively
allowing discrimination and harassment of minorities by state institutions and non-state actors.
State governments in India are increasingly adopting legislations and policies that discriminate and
criminalise Indian Muslims while emboldening hate speakers and hate inciters. This stakeholder
report emphasises the Indian government’s adverse use of legislation and the judicial insensitivity
to the Muslim community which is potentially marginalizing the Muslim community in Indian
society. India has failed to uphold constitutional rights as well as its obligations under international
law to prevent discrimination against religious minorities.[1]
2. There has been an increase in the prevalence of hate speech and religiously motivated hate
crimes targeting the Muslim community in India. The State is also complicit in these increasing hate
crimes. The Special Adviser on the Prevention of Genocide, Adama Dieng, expressed his concern
over increased hate speech and discrimination against minority communities in India since the
adoption of the Citizenship Amendment Act in December 2019.[2]Dr. Gregory Stanton and other
genocide discourse experts identified ‘signs and processes’ of an approaching genocide in India
against the Muslim community.[3] This report also brings attention to the regressive laws used by
the Indian government to crack down on dissenting voices and the continuing restrictions on civil
societies. Additionally, this report highlights the Indian government’s failure to adequately
investigate and effectively prosecute perpetrators of human rights violations against members of
minority groups.
3. This report is based on research from verified sources of information including media reports,
government, international organizations, records from the DOTO[4] database, fact-finding reports,
and academic publications available in the public domain.
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India supported the recommendation to ratify the
III. Summary of 4.international
conventions to which it has committed
India also supported multiple recommendations
Previous UPR itself.[5]
to ratify the Convention against Torture and other Cruel,
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.[6]
Recommendations Inhuman
Despite the law commission’s analysis of India’s readiness
to ratify CAT, the government of India has taken no
effective steps to ratify the convention despite the
mounting evidence of torture in police custody.[7]
5. India also supported the recommendations to ensure
that laws are consistently enforced to provide adequate
protection for members of religious minorities and
vulnerable populations;[8] recommendations to reduce
discrimination,[9] and intercommunal violence.[10]
However, India has not taken any steps toward providing
adequate protection to religious minorities, in fact,
persecution of minorities is on a rise and concerning over
the course of last year. India’s blind eye towards religious
freedom is also visible in its official response to UPR
monitoring process. National Human Rights Commission
in its 2020 monitoring status submission report does not
mention religious freedom, Muslims, or minority rights
despite supporting the recommendations made during
2017 cycle.
6. India also supported recommendations to respond
positively to visit requests by the Special Procedures of
Human Rights Council and to accept requests for country
visits from Special Rapporteurs.[11] Conversely, the
government has not accepted the request from the
Special Rapporteur on Torture to visit India, pending
since 1993;[12] India also has pending requests for visit
by the Special Rapporteurs on Freedom of Assembly and
Association,[13] and Right to Privacy.[14]
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7. India ratified the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide in 1959 but has not yet
enacted national legislation to prevent, prosecute and punish
crimes of genocide. The criminal provisions under the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) relating to rioting, unlawful assembly, and
‘promoting enmity between different groups’ only provide ad
hoc protection against incitement to genocide by state and
non-state actors. Actors with specific intent to incite
destruction of a particular identifiable group have made
genocidal calls and have caused vigilante mobs to assemble are
allowed impunity in absence of strong commitment of the
state against genocide.[15]

IV. Review of
India's
Commitment to
Core
International
Human Rights
Standards

8. India has taken a hostile and highly discriminative policy on
Rohingya refugees who are predominantly Muslims reaching
the country fleeing persecution.[16] The Indian Government
considers Rohingya refugees as illegal immigrants and as a
threat to national security[17] and had directed State
authorities to identify and deport Rohingyas staying in India.
[18] Based on a Supreme Court order to do so, the
government of India started deporting Rohingya Muslims back
to Myanmar.[19]
9. India is a non-signatory to the Refugee Convention 1951,
but under International Human Rights Law is still obliged to
protect the rights of refugees.[20] However, the Supreme
Court of India refused to stop the deportation of Rohingya
refugees observing that the Government has the power to
pursue such deportations.[21] India is also a signatory to the
Global Compact for Migration and has pledged to engage to
facilitate safe, orderly, and regular migration.[22] However,
India chose not to submit the voluntary national review
concerning the status of implementation of the Global
Compact for Migration at the Asia-Pacific Regional Review
held in 2021.[23]
10. India has also failed to ratify and internalise the UN
Convention against Torture (CAT) and the International
Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced
Disappearance (CPPED), despite reported cases of custodial
violence, enforced disappearances, extrajudicial killing,
unlawful detention, and torture.
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V. Legislative Changes
and Decline of
Democracy
A. Decline in Freedom of Religion - Supported, not implemented
11. State Legislations Banning the Slaughter of Cows: 23 out of 29 states in India have introduced
laws criminalizing cow slaughter, trade, and consumption of beef.[24] In several states the laws are
made through an ordinance process and administrative rules, bypassing the legislative process of a
democratic society.[25] Police officers not below the rank of Sub-Inspector have the power to
inspect and seize vehicles on mere suspicion of cow or beef smuggling.[26] In the State of Gujarat,
the punishment for cow slaughter was increased to life imprisonment.[27] Additional Chief
Secretary of the State of Uttar Pradesh stated that in 2020, up to August 19, the UP Police had
invoked the National Security Act against 139 people in the state, 76 of them for cow slaughter.
[28] The cow protection laws in India violate India’s obligations under the Indian constitution as
well as its obligations under International Human Rights law[29] while the associated harsh
criminalisation defeats the test of necessity and proportionality.[30] The laws have also
emboldened violent cow vigilante groups in India to act with impunity.[31] Despite the Supreme
Court of India issuing specific directions to the State Governments in 2017 to ensure no incidents
of cow vigilantism could take place,[32] several incidents of violent and targeted lynching have
occurred, as highlighted in paragraphs 29 to 31 of this submission.[33]
12. Anti-Conversion Laws and Anti-Love Jihad Laws: States where the Bhartiya Janta Party (BJP)
is leading the government, anti-conversion laws are expanding to include laws targeting inter-faith
marriages, especially those involving Muslim men.[34] On 4th February 2020[35], the Ministry of
Home Affairs in India has expressly denied that Love Jihad occurs, referring to the mainstream
theory that Muslim men are luring Hindu girls into marriage for the purpose of religious conversion
in Indian society.[36] The Uttar Pradesh Prohibition of Unlawful Conversion of Religion Act, 2021'
(Anti-Love Jihad Act) further criminalises conversion by marriage.[37] Under these laws, prior
permissions are necessary for religious conversions for marriage, violating an individual's
autonomy to choose a partner, as well as the right to freedom of religion.[38] The Supreme Court
of India has refrained from intervening on petitions challenging the constitutionality of such laws.
[39]
13. Hijab Ban in the State of Karnataka: The Southern Indian State of Karnataka witnessed the
denial of entry to girls wearing hijab to educational institutions.[40] The BJP-led State government
issued a swift directive prescribing this uniform, stating “clothes which disturb equality, integrity
and public law and order should not be worn”, claiming the ban is for public safety.[41] The High
Court of Karnataka upheld the hijab ban observing that wearing hijab is not essential to Islam,
while at the same time giving no regards to the women’s right to determine their appearance.[42]
The hijab ban forcing Muslim girls to choose between religion and education[43] violates India’s
obligations under international human rights law which guarantees the right to freely manifest
one’s religious beliefs,[44] to freedom of expression,[45] and to education without discrimination.
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continued

14. Criminalisation of Irregular Triple Talaq Divorce: Despite the Indian Supreme Court declaring
instant “triple talaq” divorce as unconstitutional and invalid in 2017,[46] the Government of India
enacted The Muslim Women (Protection) of Rights on Marriage Act, 2019 making the triple talaq
divorce a cognizable and non-bailable offence penalised with imprisonment for up to three years.
[47] The Act has been criticised as the government’s actions criminalise “Muslim men in the guise
of protecting Muslim women”.[48]
15.Citizenship Amendment Act and Nation-wide National Register of Citizens
a. The Citizenship Amendment Act 2019 (CAA): The Act allows the Union government to fast-track
asylum claims of irregular immigrants from the Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain, Parsi or Christian
communities of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and Pakistan.[49] The UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights and European Parliament Resolution[50] termed the CAA ‘fundamentally
discriminatory in nature’, as it specifically excludes Muslims from accessing the same provisions as
other religious groups.[51] The lack of legislative competence of the Bill was also raised during the
parliamentary debate as it violates the fundamental rights and basic features of the Indian
Constitution.[52] While the Act itself is sub judice, the Government of India has no plans to repeal
it.
b. National Registry of Citizens (NRC): The NRC process conducted in Assam caused 1.9 million
citizens to become stateless. The Home Minister Amit Shah announced the plan to impose the
implementation of NRC for the whole of India.[53] The CAA coupled with NRC has the potential
to create statelessness of Muslims and other marginalised groups who do not belong to Hindu,
Sikh, Buddhism, Jainism, or Christianity.

B. Decline in Freedom of Expression - Supported, not implemented
16. Targeting Journalists: Indian government targeted journalist and media houses critical of the
Government policies during the COVID-19 pandemic.[54] The Uttar Pradesh police arrested
Siddique Kappan, a freelance reporter, in October 2020 while he was on his way from New Delhi
to Hathras district to cover the Hathras gang rape case. He is still held in pretrial detention on
sedition, incitement, and terrorism charges.[55] The ‘Media Policy 2020’ introduced in Jammu and
Kashmir, a year after the revocation of Article 370,[56] accelerated the intimidation and
harassment faced by journalists reporting on Kashmir.[57] The government has placed over 22
journalists on lists instructing immigration authorities to stop them from traveling abroad, several
of these journalists have faced raids, threats, and detention.[58]
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continued

17. Internet Shutdown: In 2020 and 2019, India imposed the highest number of internet
shutdowns in the world.[59] The government in Jammu and Kashmir imposed the longest internet
shutdown in a democratic country lasting seven months.[60] In Jammu and Kashmir, the police
also registered a first information report under the UAPA (see Para. 19-21) against social media
users who used VPNs to circumvent the prolonged internet ban.[61] Internet shutdowns were also
arbitrarily imposed during protests against the CAA and farm laws to curb dissent.[62] Despite the
Supreme Court of India’s judgement declaring Rights to access internet as a fundament right,[63]
the Indian government has inadvertently denied the right to millions of Indians without due
diligence or due process. Furthermore, the Government of India has no data on the impact of
internet shutdown on revenue, freedom of speech, dissemination of information, and online
socialization.[64]
18. Media shutdown: India also witnessed media blackouts to suppress concerns regarding sociopolitical situation in the country. Two Malayalam-language news channels, Asianet and MediaOne
TV were suspended for 48 hours over their coverage of the Delhi Pogrom against Muslims,
wherein the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting accused the news channels of siding with
Muslims.[65] In February 2022, the central government banned the transmission of MediaOne TV
citing ‘national security concerns’, without disclosing reasons for the ban.[66]

C. Decline in Civic Space and Political Participation – supported, not
implemented
19. Abuse of Anti-Terror and Sedition Laws to Stifle Political Dissent: The Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act 1967 (UAPA) an anti-terror law has been widely used to curb dissent against
government actions.[67] The 2019 Amendment to the UAPA allows the central government to
name any individual a terrorist without these acts actually being committed.[68] Due to the broad
and vague scope of this anti-terrorism legislation, the UN Special Procedure experts warned about
the potential for discrimination due to the Act being contrary to the principles of legality,
necessity, and proportionality.[69] In the aftermath of protests against the CAA, student activists
were arrested under UAPA to stifle dissent across the country. Delhi-based activists leading
protests against the CAA have been charged under the UAPA.[70] As of end of March 2022, 12 of
the 18 arrested in 2020 remain in jail. All of those presently in jail are from the minority Muslim
community.
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continued
20. India also witnessed targeting of human rights defenders[71] under anti-terror laws, including
the widely criticised death of Jesuit priest Father Stan Swamy in custody under sedition laws.
Article 14’s sedition database found a surge of 77% in sedition cases in Uttar Pradesh during the
anti-CAA protests, after the rape of a Dalit teen at Hathras, after the Pulwama attack, and also
India’s loss in 2017 international cricket.[72] The database also reported that 96% of sedition
cases were filed against 405 citizens for criticising governments and politicians after 2014, which
included the accused being critical of and/or making derogatory remarks against Prime Minster
Modi and Uttar Pradesh’s Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath.[73] The Central government on 28th
March 2022 tabled the Criminal Procedure (Identification) Bill, 2022 to authorise storing of
recorded measurements of convicts and detainees under any offence punishable under Indian law,
for 75 years.[74] The proposed Bill exceeds the necessity and proportionality principles as it
proposes to collect samples even from protestors engaged in political protests.[75]
21.Freedom of Peaceful Assembly: In order to deter people from public protests, the Bihar and
Uttarakhand police in 2021 issued circulars warning individuals participating in protest
demonstrations with dire consequences including difficulties getting passports, government jobs,
financial grants, bank loans or government contracts.[76] Both Bihar and Uttarakhand police also
started monitoring social media for objectionable and indecent comments against the State
government and ‘anti-national’ posts.[77]The Uttar Pradesh government sent money recovery
notices to protestors for alleged damage caused to public properties during the anti-CAA protests.
[78] Additionally, violating privacy rights, the police put up public billboards displaying names,
photos, and residential addresses of persons liable to pay.[79] The notices were withdrawn after
the Supreme Court of India struck them down for lack of judicial oversight.[80] Thereafter, the
Uttar Pradesh government enacted the Uttar Pradesh Recovery of Damage to Public and Private
Property Act, 2020 which allows the government to collect damages arbitrarily without judicial
oversight.[81]
22.Restrictions on Civil Society: India continues to use the Foreign Contribution (Regulation)
Amendment Act to destabilise the strong civil society in India. Between 2015 and 2018, there has
been a decline of 40 percent in funding to non-governmental organizations (NGO) in India.[82] In
September 2020, the government of India amended the Foreign Contribution (Regulation)
Amendment Act (FCRA), adding onerous governmental oversight and additional administerial
requirements restricting access to foreign funding for small NGOs.[83] The Enforcement
Directorate raided the home and NGOs run by Harsh Mander[84] and the Amnesty International
(AI) India office.[85] AI also suspended its operations in India in 2020 after the government froze
the organisation's bank accounts for alleged violation of FCRA rules. AI stated that the freeze
constituted reprisal from the government for its human rights work in the country.[86] In a
continuing effort to vilify People’s Watch, a program run by Henry Tiphagne, the Central Bureau of
Investigation filed a First Information Report for alleged 10-year-old FCRA violations.[87]
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VI. Police Action and
State Impunity
Supported, not implemented
23. Arbitrary Detention and Torture: In Uttar Pradesh, police arbitrarily detained 41 minors who
were subjected to custodial torture including severe beatings with police batons and were denied
basic rights of access to drinking water and food.[88] The Delhi police[89] also tortured and illtreated the student leaders who were arrested for organizing protests and speeches against CAA.
[90] Many of the student leaders have been denied bail repeatedly.[91] The COVID-19 pandemic
in India was also misused by the police authorities to persecute Muslims in India.[92] These
incidents violate India’s obligations under its own national laws and international human rights law.
[93]
24. Extrajudicial Killings: The security forces and police in India have been engaging in
extrajudicial killings or fake encounter killings.[94] The culture of extrajudicial killings is normalised
in India.[95] Between, 2017 and 2021, there had been 655 cases of death in police encounters,
with the States Chhattisgarh and Uttar Pradesh having the highest number of recorded killings.[96]
In Uttar Pradesh, after the launch of “Operation Clean” by Yogi Adityanath, over 1100 police
shootings were reported between February 2017 and February 2018[97], with the Muslim
community predominantly targeted. During the anti-CAA protests, 25 Muslims were reportedly
extrajudicially killed by the police in Uttar Pradesh.[98] In a massive eviction drive conducted by
the Assam Government to remove illegal settlers, two civilians were killed extrajudicially by the
Assam police.[99] Encounter killings continue to be used in Kashmir to silence dissent and curb
any anti-state sentiment. In 2018 alone, 160 civilians were extrajudicially killed, 31 of whom were
children.[100] The ambiguities and gaps in investigation procedure of police encounter translate
into impunity for killings.[101]
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VII. Hate Speech
Targeting Religious
Minorities
25.Hate Speech and Incitement to Violence by State Actors: In 2020, Anurag Thakur, a Minister of
State for Finance, Government of India, in a now infamous slogan said: “Desh ke Gaddaron ko, goli
maaron saalon ko” (shoot the traitors of the country).[102] Following the incitement, a radicalised
minor fired a gunshot at anti-CAA protesters at Jamia Millia Islamia, injuring one person.[103] In a
separate incident, Kapil Gujar, a 25-year-old man, fired two rounds of gunshots at Shaheen Bagh,
where a sit-in protest against the CAA and NRC process was taking place.[104] Despite the Delhi High
Court’s direction to take a conscious decision to register a First Information Report against the
legislators, Anurag Thakur, Pravesh Verma, Abhay Verma[105] and BJP politician Kapil Mishra, for hate
speech inciting violence at the Delhi pogrom,[106] no criminal cases have been filed against them. Yogi
Adityananth, the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, made more than 100 distinct instances of hate
speeches during election campaign in over three months.[107] Several legislators from the BJP,
including Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Home Minister Amit Shah have engaged in Islamophobic
diatribe and hate speech targeting Muslims.[108]
26. Social media platforms like Facebook, WhatsApp, Telegram are weaponised by BJP political leaders
as well as bureaucrats for spreading Islamophobic content and hate rhetoric.[109] During an outbreak
of COVID cases at a religious congregation in a mosque in Delhi, BJP leaders openly termed the
gathering a “Talibani Crime” and “CoronaJihad”.[110] Since October 2021, The Wire’s Heartland Hate
Watch documented 89 instances of reported hate crimes and hate speeches that took place across
Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Bihar and Haryana.[111] The Delhi Minority Rights
Commission found that public speeches made by Kapil Mishra, a prominent BJP leader, incited violence
in words and intent preceding the Delhi pogroms.[112] Yet, no criminal action has been taken against
him.[113] The sitting legislators from the BJP, such as Raja Singh, not only incite violence they actively
maintain and support vigilante groups engaged in hate crimes.[114]
27. Hate Speech and Incitement to Violence by Non-State Actors: In December 2021, open calls for
Muslim genocide and ethnic cleansing were made at a Dharam Sansad (Hindu Parliament) where
multiple Hindutva leaders also incited the public to use weapons against Muslims.[115] A video of Yati
Narasinghanand, an extremist Hindutva monk, calling for extermination of Indian Muslims is publicly
available on Facebook, was shared by a BJP party-worker and have been viewed over 32 million times.
[116] The Indian police has not taken criminal cognisance in this matter. The vigilante networks of Yati
Narasinghanand and Pinky Chaudhary along with Karni Sena leaders openly propagate hate speech as
well as engage in radicalising youth and young children to incite violence against Muslims and other
minorities in India.[117]
28. Indian Media as Mouth Piece of Violence: A section of Indian media is complicit in the accelerating
violence against Muslims.[118] When Indian media outlet Republic TV aired in the UK, it was fined by
the Ofcom because of its hate speech against Pakistan.[119] At the beginning of the COVID-19
outbreak, media coverage incited anti-Muslim sentiments by peddling 'corona-jihad' narrative and
dehumanising Indian Muslims.[120] Far-right news-channels like Sudarshan TV and Republic TV are
continuously flaming anti-Muslim sentiments through the accusations of ‘Love Jihad’[121], ‘Land Jihad’,
[122] and ‘UPSC Jihad.’[123] Despite the intervention of the Supreme Court,[124] the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting has neither revoked the telecasting licenses of such programs nor
provided any guidelines against communal incitement through media.[125]
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VIII. Communal Violence,
Pogroms, Mob Lynchings and
Impunity of Non-State Actors
29. There has been an increase in the number of cases involving communal tension.[126]
Emboldened by state inaction and with support from political leaders, mobs in India have acted
with complete impunity to terrorise, humiliate and in extreme cases murder Muslim minorities.
Since 2014, according to the DOTO database, of all people who lost their lives during communal
violence, Muslims are an overbearing majority, and the highest number of attacks were carried out
by the Hindutva Right-Wing.[127] As per the DOTO database, there have been at least 140
instances of communal tension and violence since 2017.[128] However, no official data is
collected on mob violence or on religious killings.[129]
30.On 23rd February, 2020, Muslim neighbourhoods were targeted in East Delhi, and 53 people
were killed including children, 200 injured and approximately 2000 displaced, the majority of
which were Muslims.[130] A fact-finding mission initiated by the Delhi Minorities Commission
(DMC) reported that the Delhi pogrom was a result of the “repeated incitement to violence” during
the Delhi elections campaigns by the BJP.[131] DMC found that the violence was “planned,
organised and targeted”; different groups of armed vigilante actors fanned out to the Muslim
majority localities in North East Delhi, while the Delhi police stood to watch as the mob openly
displayed weapons with the intention of damaging property and harming persons from minority
groups.[132] The violence also led to targeted looting and arson of homes, shops, businesses and
other properties belonging predominately to Muslims.[133]
31. Mob Lynching: In just the first six months of 2017, 20 cow-terror attacks were reported, which
included mob lynching, harassment, assault and gang rape.[134] The criminal accountability in mob
lynching cases is inadequate. In one third of reported cases, instead of investigating attacks by
vigilante groups, the police have filed complaints against victims’ family members and associates.
[135] The witnesses have also turned hostile because of intimidation by both the authorities and
the accused.[136] In the case of the mob lynching of Pehlu Khan on a National highway by Gau
Rakshaks (cow vigilantes) affiliated with the Vishwa Parishad and Bajrang Dal, while his sons were
severely attacked for transporting cows, the trial court acquitted all the perpetrators.[137] In
another incident in 2018, Akbar Khan was beaten to death by a mob on alleged accusations of cow
smuggling. The police took the cow to a shelter before tending to the victim who had passed away
in the meantime.[138] In 2018, a cow vigilante mob set fire to a police station and vehicles, killing
two people, including one police officer.[139] In June 2019, a Muslim man, Tabrez Ansari, accused
of motorcycle theft was mob lynched while being forced to chant Hindutva slogans like ‘Jai Shri
Ram (Hail Ram)’. The mob mistreated him for several hours before giving him over to the police,
where he later died.[140] Islamophobia during COVID-19 has also resulted in mob attacks on
Muslims, such as the dragging and beating of Mehboob Ali in North-West Delhi by a Hindu mob.
[141] The State police also cooperate with Hindu vigilante actors in order to prevent interfaith
marriages.[142] In an accusation of love jihad, on 21st January 2022, Abraaz Aftab Mullah was
murdered and his body was cut up into pieces for the ‘crime’ of falling in love with a Hindu girl.
[143]
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IX. Failure of judicial
institutions
32.The Supreme Court and subordinate courts in India are increasingly under pressure for their
application of law and constitutional guarantees.[144] The reluctance in hearing constitutional
matters involving discrimination and denial of fundamental freedoms, hate speech, genocidal
incitement can be seen in the Supreme Court cause list, leading to pending urgent matters kept in
pendency for an indefinite period.[145] A Public Interest Litigation filed seeking a probe into hate
speech against religious minorities at Haridwar and Delhi events[146] is not listed in the cause list.
The Supreme Court Registry also has become selective in the allocation of cases among the judges
and is using judicial transfers to obstruct justice. Justice S Muralidhar from the Delhi High Court
was transferred to the Punjab and Haryana HC a day after ordering the registration of First
Information Reports against political leaders for hate speech.[147] Promotion and political benefits
on the other hand are being afforded as favours for judges supportive of the BJP. Former Chief
Justice of India, Ranjan Gogoi, who acted as his own judge in a suo moto proceeding relating to
sexual harassment allegations made against him;[148] was nominated as a Rajya Sabha member by
the Government of India immediately after his retirement.[149]
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X.
Recommendations
33. The authors of this joint stakeholder report suggest the following recommendations for the
Government of India:
International Human Rights Law and Standards and Domestic Legislation
Ratify the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment, which India signed in 1997 and committed to ratifying in its 2012 and 2017 UPR;
Implement previously supported recommendations;
Enact a comprehensive national law to prevent, prosecute and punish crimes of genocide
targeting individuals of religious minorities; incorporating the provisions of the Convention on
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide;
Ratify the Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance and
enact domestic law to address enforced disappearance in line with international standards;
Ratify the Refugee Convention and uphold international law obligations by incorporating the
principle of non-refoulement in domestic law;
Accept the requests to visit India from the Special Rapporteurs on Torture, Right to Privacy,
Right to Freedom of Assembly and Association.

Religious Minorities
Repeal laws that discriminate against religious minorities, such as the discriminatory and
unconstitutional anti-conversion laws and anti-Love Jihad State laws in India;
Repeal or amend cow slaughter laws that allow use of force by police and citizens for cow
protection, and bring it in line with the international standards of necessity and proportionality;
Enact a law providing for the punishment of sectarian violence by individuals or groups,
including propagating violence or threats of violence against religious and social minorities;
Enact laws to hold accountable public officials advocating hate speech against religious
minorities.
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Freedom of Expression, Peaceful Assembly, and Association
Repeal or revise criminal law, including special laws such as the Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act (UAPA) and sedition law to prevent the undermining of freedom of expression;
Drop all charges and release human rights defenders, journalists and student protesters who
are detained for peacefully exercising their rights to freedom of expression, peaceful assembly
or association;
Repeal or revise the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act to ensure freedom of association
and enable civil society organisations to access foreign funding for human rights and
development projects.
Revising Criminal Justice System
Sign into law criminal procedure amendments passed by the Indian Parliament in 2010 that
require the police to record a formal reason under law for making a warrantless arrest;
Enact national law to prevent the impunity of police and security officials for torture and
arbitrary detention by police and other law enforcement agencies in line with international
standards;
Make legally binding rules for investigation procedures on encounter killings, based on
Supreme Court guidelines;
Repeal or amend the latest UAPA provisions designating individuals as terrorists prior to
committing acts of crime;
Remove from the UAPA provisions for in-camera proceedings, secret witnesses, warrant-less
search, seizure and arrest, and 180-day detention without being charged, and institute a
judicial inquiry into its abuse and misuse by police across states;
Drop or revise the Criminal Procedure (Identification) Bill, 2022 and address privacy concerns
to bring it line with international standards.
Addressing Accountability and Impunity
Release a comprehensive white paper on the problem of “encounter killings”;
Drop all politically and religiously motivated arrests of student protesters and human rights
defenders.
Investigate all allegations of human rights violations during extrajudicial or ‘encounter’ killings,
and prosecute those found responsible regardless of position;
Create an independent commission of enquiry to investigate the extent of malicious
prosecution and prejudiced investigations under the Unlawful Activities Prevention Act and
National Security Act;
Investigate, prosecute, and end the practice of awarding promotions, wage increases and
service awards to government officials, police officers, and military personnel accused of
violating human rights;
Investigate and prosecute government officials, political leaders, and others who incite
violence against religious minorities;
Ensure that police training receives human rights education including respecting due process,
non-discrimination, and humane treatment;
Incorporate compulsory human rights education into the national education policy and
National Curriculum Framework.
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Rehabilitation of Victims
Provide rehabilitation through employment commensurate with qualifications to victims of
illegal detention and torture;
Create a national policy to pay financial compensation to victims and to the family of those
killed in “encounter killings”;
Create a national policy for providing financial compensation, a certificate of character and
rehabilitative employment to individuals who have been wrongfully accused and subsequently
acquitted of sedition and terrorism charges.
Reform of the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC)
Reduce politicisation of the NHRC by requiring a transparent appointment process that include
public hearings and participation from civil society groups;
End the NHRC practice of using serving or retired police officers on investigative teams.
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